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By WGSN Womenswear team, 30 January 2012

By juxtaposing fabrics and prints, this occasionwear collection offers a vibrant take on eveningwear
separates.

Mood
WGSN's The Story of Now macro trend for spring/summer 2013 is all about finding beauty in the
everyday. Here, we take inspiration from industrial surfaces, and the geometry and colour of electrical
engineering - as seen in circuit boards and telephone cabling, for example - to create a collection that
mixes materials and prints. Taffetas, organzas and duchess satins are seen with lamés, sequins and
crisp cottons. Prints are spliced and deconstructed, justaposing the home-made with the machine-made.
Silhouettes are varied, from retro 1950s to minimal 90s.

Colour

Electrical cabling inspires pop colours of ribbon red, jade sheen, and buff yellow, while metallic silver and
bright white provide the core base colours to create an industrial feel. Seashell pink provides a gentle
contrast with the rest of the palette.
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Collection

Maxidress

A bias-cut spliced dress featuring a mixture of lamé, satins and sequin-appliqué panels with a straight-
grain-cut shoulder yoke. Dropped armholes accentuate a contrast-coloured Lycra-jersey bandeau top.

Circle dress

A patchworked 50s-style dress with circle skirt cut in the round to one side, creating a fluted hem. A
chiffon overlay at the neck adds transparency play to a mixture of bias-cut taffeta, organza and duchess
satin.

Oscar de la Renta pre-fall 2012 Maxidress Taped iPod
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Strappy top

Printed nylon/elastane under layer with lurex-jersey top layer. Delicate spaghetti straps accentuate the
asymmetric hems.

Minidress

A minidress combining taffeta and duchess satin with lamés and cotton poplins. The A-line silhouette is
achieved through off-kilter dart placements and a mixture of bias and straight-grain cutting.

Hussein Chalayan dress Circle dress Scaffolding by Richard Ash

Helmut Lang pre-fall 2012 Strappy top Pierre Henry’s House of Sounds
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Chevron tee

A printed chiffon top with panel-cut taffeta inserts forming the chevron. Grown-on sleeves and a high
slashed neck complete the minimal silhouette.

Tiered pencil skirt

A double-layered pencil skirt with viscose/wool-blend overskirt and a feature panel in organza to reveal
the printed satin underskirt. Mosaic sequins add a metallic flash at the hem.

Minidress WGSN street shot, New York

Issey Miyake spring/summer 2012 Chevron tee Electrical cables
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Floral tux pant

Printed stretch duchess satin cropped pants with lurex-jersey side-seam inserts and minimal kick flare.

Pringle of Scotland pre-fall 2012 Tiered pencil skirt 35mm photo film can

Vanessa Bruno spring/summer 2012 Floral tux pant AV test card pattern
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Print & graphics

Designer: WGSN Studio

Digi Chintz Vertical Mix

DOWNLOADS

Bricolage Tech Wallpaper
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